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Fire Opal
Bill Attwell
North York Faceting Guild(Toronto)

1)Terminology
Faceters know the white
opal with its play of colour,
but fewer know of the black
opal on the right.

Ebay

Fire opal is very different. The word ‘fire’ in fire opal does not refer to the traditional use of the
word. In fact, too many faceters confuse the traditional use of the word with play of colour.
The term ‘fire’ refers to the display of multcolours on the surface of the gem caused by
dispersion.
Dispersion leads to the separation of the
component colours of white light as they pass
through the gem.

Used with permission
Herbst, Tom, Amateur Gemstone Faceting
Vol 2, Fig 12:22
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One can see the fire on the surface of this
cerrusite gem in Toronto’s Royal Ontario
Museum, called “Light of the Desert”.

Play of colour is the mult-colours seen inside opal
not on its surface. It is caused by diffraction.
Diffraction occurs when the ray of white light
separates its component colours by reflecting off
of small similarly-sized spheres arranged in
parallel lines to each other.
geo.arizona.edu

Therefore, fire opal has no fire and most have no play of colour.

‘Fire’ in fire opal refers to the body of
colours.

Gem Rock Auctions
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Fire opal has orange,
red and yellow
colours, said to be
the colours of flames
in a fire
6.30 Ct Ethiopian Welo
Fire Opal
Ebay

Mexican red fire opal octagon-5.74ct
AJS Gems

Play of colour
exhibited in
fire opal.

A 3 carat fire opal rough
A faceter will want to orient the
table parallel to the plane of
diffraction in order to allow the
reflected but separated light rays.
to return through the table.

Opal Auctions

Opal auctions
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Faceters will note the misuse of the name ‘fire opal in the jewellery trade and among the
public.

This example is referred to on Alibaba by
Aini Gems as fire black opal.
Clearly, it is a black opal.

Just as opal when it has play of colour is called precious opal, so, technically, fire opal which has
play of colour is named precious fire opal.

With or without play of colour, fire
opal can make gorgeous jewellery

Evina

2)Hardness
The faceter should not avoid fire opal because of its hardness. Fire opal is too beautiful to
avoid this experience. Faceters simply need to take care when cutting fire opal.
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Since the hardness of fire opal is 5.5 - 6 on the Mohs Scale, which is approximately the
hardness of glass, one has to be careful not to overcut the facets, particularly the smaller ones.
As our recently deceased member, Konrad Widmaier, said last year about faceting fire opal, ‘Be
very careful”
Thought has to be given to the use of fire opal gems. Which of the two types of settings below
is better for opal?

Amazon
Hqdefault

Earrings, pendants and broaches preserve fire opal gems better than rings. Fire opal gems can
be easily scratched when set in rings. This gem species will always be used in rings, though, but
should not be worn constantly or in rough situations.

3)Brittleness
Brittleness is a definite concern but manageable as well.
Member Bill Orlowski said “Only start with 1200grit, use slow speed(300rpm) and a light
touch”. Jim Wiklund wrote “only use a 340 or 600 grit lap if you have a large piece of rough, and
want to preform it.”
One can use 600 grit for fine
work, such as with this 600
grit temporary culet.
However, facet with slow to
moderate speed with care.
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Great care was taken in placing this temporary
point on the lap to create the permanent culet at a
different angle.
A hard landing on the lap at a higher angle could
result in a broken tip.
Thus, gentleness….., a light touch……

The brittleness of fire opal ought to be kept in mind when choosing settings for rings.
Note how the girdle is protected.
A bezel setting would be
worthwhile to consider.
However, keep perspective in
mind. Look at all the rings on the
market without a bezel setting.
Amazon

Brittleness should guide design selection, too. It is obvious which of the following two designs
would be the better choice.

Strout, Edith, Lapidary Journal, Dec., 1973

Wolkonsky, Mini Equalatoral Barion2CC,
1995
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Which one
of these
shapes
would be
the more
acceptable?
Tim Locke’s Demonstration Image

Gem Rock Auctions

To repeat, brittleness can be easily managed by faceters …..“start with 1200 grit, slow
speed(300rpm), light touch”or ‘with 600 grit or less with care’.
Don’t fear the brittleness of fire opal. It is all manageable.

4)Design Selection
a) Introduction
There are many reasons why a specific gem design is chosen by a faceter. Certainly, one of the
most important is the achievement of an appealing optical performance by the stone being
faceted. This section will focus upon brilliance.

Brilliance refers to the amount of
light which returns through the
crown facets.
Note that the light rays reflect
from the pavilion facets twice
before returning through the
crown.

crown

pavilion
culet

Some light rays will reflect from more than two pavilion facets before returning through the
crown. Others will not return to the crown but will travel out through the pavilion.
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The goal in selecting a design for one’s gem rough, in this case fire opal, is to ensure that as
many light rays as possible return through the crown to the viewer’s eyes.
As will be seen, the pavilion is very important, particularly the pavilion main facets which join
together at a point called the culet.
All the tiers of facets and their angles must interrelate in a manner determined by the design
creator to produce the desired optical performance. However, for the purposes of this article
on fire opal, our attention will be directed to the pavilion main facets.
When we choose our designs, we need to keep in mind that there is a sweet spot for the angles
of the pavilion mains. If we choose designs with our pavilion angles outside of this sweet spot,
no matter which gem rough we are working with, light will ‘leak’ out the pavilion and not return
through the crown. Thus, a window or ‘fish-eye’ will appear with dark areas visible on looking at
a gem.
Light rays will leak out of
the first pavilion main
facets encountered when
the angles are too low.
Light will pass through the
second pavilion main facets
if their angles are too high.
Pavilion facet angles are too
low.

Pavilion facet angles are too
high.

Any faceter would be unhappy with the optical results of the above leakages.

b) One Cannot Mindlessly Select Gem Designs
One has to consider the refractive index (RI) of both design and gem rough.
The refractive index (RI) refers to the amount light rays change their original direction as they
move in and out of a gem. Each individual type of gemstone will have its own specific refractive
index (RI).
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Modern gem designs are created for a specific RI since that property is fundamental to the
design’s optical performance. For optimum results, tiers of facets and their angles are
coordinated with each other.
If we mindlessly select a design meant for a RI different from that of our gem material, we are
likely to facet a stone with dismal optical performance. An illustration of such a ‘mindless’
choice follows:
Notice the difference in brightness of the two gems below. They are composed from different
gem materials. The same Standard Round Brilliant design modified for quartz was used for
both. One of the gems is quartz. The second is fluorite, which is in the range of fire opal’s RI.

Brightness 88%

50%

Used with permission, Herbst, Amateur Faceting Gemstone, Figure 10-18

You will note that the brightness of fluorite is not the same as that of quartz, and I suspect you
will agree is undesirable. The design was created for quartz which has a different refractive
index (RI) than that of fluorite. In fact, the latter has a lower Refractive Index than quartz.
Consequently, the first key to understanding the selection of designs in order to produce good
optical results is to choose one for a stone with the proper RI.

A faceter must be aware of the refractive index
(R.I.) of both design and rough.

This is why the refractive index (R.I.) is on all
designs; it indicates that the arrangement of the
angles in the design are based on that refractive
index (RI).
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b) The First Key Understanding in Design Selection for Any Material
The design’s refractive index (RI) must be equal to or lower than the gem
rough’s RI, with some exceptions.
It would be ideal if the gem design you selected to cut your fire opal had the same RI.
However, there are complexities to fire opal in this regard. Do not be apprehensive about them,
though. They are all manageable.

c) Complexities in Design Selection for Fire Opal
i) Unfortunately, there are few designs available for the RI of Fire Opal; its RI is much lower than
most gem species which means that most designs are made for gemstones with higher RI’s.
ii) The second problem is that not all designs created ‘for’ fire opal prove suitable for an
individual faceter’s particular fire opal rough.
The reason is that, although each piece of fire opal rough will have one single RI, its RI will be
within a range of possible indices.
-

Note the following ranges for the single RI of opal offered by online or
book sources:
137-147, 1.43-1.46, 1.44-1.47, 143-1.47,
144-1.46, 1.40, 1.37-1.40, 1.44-1.54,
1.44-1.54, 1.44, 1.45(+0.02 -0.08),
1.42-1.44, 1.435-1.455

Opal’s RI can range anywhere between 1.37-1.52.
It is a relief that the RI of most fire opal is generally in a narrower range, as will be seen shortly.
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- I advise faceters to follow the guidance of highly respected faceters who
have cut fire opal and determined the RIs of their pieces. Nancy Attaway, Editor, The New
Mexico Faceting Guild suggests fire opal’s RI is ‘usually’ 1.42 or 1.43. Renowned designer Jeff
Graham stated that the RI lies between 1.44-1.46. Peter Read, a U.K. gemologist and author
offers a more specific figure of 1.45.
- The point is that the RI of fire opal lies within a range of indices between 1.42
and 1.46 usually…. We can operate on that basis, incurring the rare exception.
iii) The third complexity is that most faceters will not know the specific RI of
their fire opal rough. This can lead to problems regarding cutting fire opal for which the RI of
the design is above the critical angle of their piece of rough.
Gem Rock Auctions

Despite these
complexities, they are
all manageable.

EBay

Fire opal is simply too
beautiful not to facet
it and enjoy the
results.

There are solutions to these issues. One solution depends upon the traditional understanding
of the relationship between the angle of the design’s pavilion main facets and the critical angle
(CA) of the gem rough. Another solution lies with crown designs differing from the norm.

d) The Second Key Understanding in Design Selection for Any Material
A design’s pavilion main facet angles have to be higher than the gem
rough’s critical angle (CA), aside from some specific crown changes

The exception to this second key understanding will be covered below.
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The critical angle (CA) is the angle above which a light ray will reflect from a facet and remain
within the gem. Thus, it won’t escape, leaking out of the stone leaving a dark area.
Each refractive index has a specific critical angle (CA), which can be found on the internet or
published in tables. Some were included in our past Newsletters.
In the search for a useable gem design for fire opal, the faceter should examine the pavilion
main facet angles to see if they are above their gem rough’s CA. An example to study is
Robert’s Opal Rush created for RI 1.45 by John Bailey, 2014.
This design has three different angles which
comprise its pavilion main facets, #’s 8,9,10

The RI used to create the design is noted on it, as previously seen, but the critical angle is not
included. The CA for RI 1.45 is 43.6 degrees.
Examine the pavilion main facet angles below for this design. Recall that, except for some
exceptions where the crown is concerned, the design’s pavilion main facet angles have to be

higher than the gem rough’s critical angle (CA) to achieve good brightness.
Is there a problem with one of the pavilion main facet angles (#’s 8, 9, 10) below in terms of the
gem rough’s CA of 43.6 degrees?
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The pavilion main facet #8’s angle is lower than the CA of the design. Therefore, light rays will
pass through the tier of these facets and continue outside the gem, not returning back through
the crown. As a result, the brightness of this design will be diminished.
This example reveals that even though a design has been created for a specific opal’s RI, its
pavilion’s main facet angle(s) may not be above the gem rough’s CA, particularly if there is
more than one pavilion main facet.

As a review of the two key
understandings, re-analyze the
pavilion main facet angles (#8, 9,
10) again for gem rough having
an RI of 1.42.
The CA of RI 1.42 is 44.39
degrees, which Nancy Attaway
says is typical for Mexican fire
opal.

You will observe that the design’s # 9 pavilion main facet angle of 43.90 degrees is below
Nancy’s gem rough’s CA of 44.39. With the CA of this gem rough, brightness would definitely
suffer. Perhaps, if I have been clear, the reader can appreciate the value of knowing the RI and
CA of both designs and rough.

e) The Third Key Understanding in Design Selection for Any Gem
Material
The closer the pavilion main facet angle is to the gem rough’s
critical angle, generally below 2 degrees, the more a ‘fish eye’ or
‘window’ starts to develop.
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A difference in understanding exists between traditionalists whose knowledge was formed
before the computer age and those who use raytracing software to-day.
Almost all modern designs were produced using this software. Thus, one can assume that in
most cases, if the gem rough has the same RI as that for which the design was created, then
gems cut from the design will have an attractive optical performance.
The third key understanding is relevant if the faceter does not use raytracing software, wants to
use a design with a traditional crown with a RI different from the gem material. This is the case
with fire opal; it requires changes in the pavilion main facet angles.
Traditionalists might suggest that this understanding explains a phenomenon encountered by
guild member, Jim Wiklund, when he faceted his first fire opal using a design modified for
quartz. Jim set his pavilion main angle at 43.5 degrees. Upon completion, he noticed that his
fire opal had a slight window or ‘fish eye’. In their view, Jim had cut his first fire opal too close
to the CA of the modified design.
To illustrate the problem of being too close to the CA, you might remember the previous
reference to the outcome of the Standard Round Brilliant (SRB) design for quartz (RI 1.54) used
for fluorite (RI 1.43) without any changes in the facet angles.

The optical performance of the fluorite was poor
at 50% brightness.
This poor brightness resulted because the quartz
design’s pavilion main facet angle was below the
critical angle of fluorite, not above as it should
be.
Used with permission, Herbst, Fig. 10-18

If the pavilion main angle was changed to be above the CA of fluorite (CA 44.39o), yet set just
above it at 45 degrees, well under 2 degrees, brightness is surprisingly affected negatively.
The brightness worsened to 30%.

Yet, the pavilion main angle
was above the CA.
Used with permission, Herbst, Fig. 10-19
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Our traditionalist group might point out that the second key understanding was adhered to but
not the third; poor brightness was the result.
However, there is another interpretation offered by those who are familiar with raytracing
software, quite relevant to our desire to achieve fine optical results.
Tom Herbst, author

of the excellent two
volume book,
Amateur
Gemstone
Faceting, 2014, is a
strong advocate of
raytracing
software.

Tom devotes space in his second volume to explain how to use BOG software to ameliorate
one’s faceting skills. He believes that the BOG software is easier to use than GemCad.
He maintains that the 2 degrees above CA approach is a rule of thumb, “which can work over a
restricted range of angles and material .” (February 3, 2019)
It is the inter-relationship between all the angles which determine brightness output in his view
substantiated by his and others’ raytracting efforts, not the closeness to the CA rule of thumb.
Tom Herbst is convinced that the inter-relationships between all of the angles determine
brightness, a view supported by his and others’ raytracing efforts. That is why raytracing
modified designs for the same or different RI is important. The software tends to be quite
accurate in describing brightness; thereby allowing faceters to determine optimum angles for
their design. The result is a gemstone with well performing brightness.
This observation explains why this author wrote in his second volume that, “the CA has very
little to do with the actual pavilion angles of modern gemstone designs.” (p. 64)
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His point of view contrasts with the trial-and-error experimentation of the pre-raytracing age.
At the time, Glenn and Martha Vargas declared in their pioneering Faceting for Amateurs
(1977) that a designer should, “stay as far away from it (the CA) as is reasonable.” (p. 63)

f) A Useful Pavilion Main Angle for Fire Opal Rough of Unknown RI
and CA
Consider using pavilion main facet angles of 46 or better yet, 47 degrees. This incorporates the
previous two understandings, namely that the pavilion main angles should be above the CA and
generally about 2 degrees higher.
Range of Possible Refractive Indices & Critical Angles for opal, normal range for fire opal

Usual range

RI
1.37
1.38
1.39
1.40
1.41
1.42
1.43
1.44
1.45
1.46

CA degrees
46.9
46.5
46.02
45.6
45.29
44.8 Nancy Attaway
44.39
43.98
43.6 Jeff Graham
43.3

RI
1.47
1.48
1.49
1.50
1.51
1.52

CA degrees
42.9
42.5
42.1
41.80
41.5
41.15

As the RI increases, the critical angle decreases.

An examination of the above chart indicates why 46 and particularly 47 degrees are acceptable
for most fire opal if one wants to select a design or modify it by focusing on its pavilion main
angle.
According to the traditional understanding, 47 degrees appears to be the safest angle for
setting the pavilion main angles for fire opal. It is above the highest critical angle for the ‘usual’
RI range of fire opal and over the 2 degree limit noted in the third key understanding.
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Pavilion main angles of 46 degrees also can be successful since they cover most of the usual RI
range of fire opal and the 2 degrees variance. This is the angle Jim Wiklund settled on for the
rest of his fire opal he recently cut. He was extremely pleased with the results.
One caveat deserves our attention: unless the RI of the rough is known, these angles cannot be
considered to be our ideal.
However, having written the above in this section, one has to keep in mind what Tom Herbst
wrote about his raytracing proved statement about the value of the 2 degree from the CA
understanding, “the CA has very little to do with the actual pavilion angles of modern
gemstone designs.”
With raytracing software, then, a faceter would not have to adhere to the suggested 47
degrees. One could start evaluating the optical performance at a lower angle for the pavilion
main facets, namely about 45 degrees which would be the CA for the lowest RI of the ‘usual’
range recommended by Nancy Attaway.
However, for the non-raytracing faceter, the 2 degree above the CA understanding is useful.
When analyzing a design’s pavilion main facet angles, or altering them, this third key
understanding will help avoid unhappy calamities.

g) A Traditional Rule of Thumb for Design Selection with Different
Designs and Gem Rough RIs
Jim Wiklund didn’t use the above approach to determine pavilion main angles whereby one
takes into account the normal RI/CA range for fire opal and the two-degree limit.
He used a traditional method often applied to designs of a RI different from that of his gem
rough.
He simply calculated the difference between the CA of the design, in this case one created for
quartz with a RI of 1.54, and his chosen RI’s CA for his rough. He added this amount to the
pavilion angles. It worked for Jim.
Tom Herbst agrees that this approach is effective but only for a restricted range of angles and
material. He suggests that one might give thought to checking the brightness using raytracing
software, and even consider improving the outcome.
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h) A Fourth Key Understanding for Design Selection for Any Gem
material
Avoid pavilion main facet angles which are too high (in the 50s)
above the gem rough’s critical angle or light will refract out of the
pavilion.

If the angles are too high, the light rays, after being
reflected to the other side of the pavilion will leave
the gem and not be reflected to the crown.

It is generally understood that the brightness diminishes significantly as we move higher into
the 50 degrees range .
Faceters may wish to use pavilion main facet angles over 50 degrees, though, in order to
maximize yield (and profit, if interested), or deepen the body colour in the belief that deeper
pavilions lengthen the distance of the light rays.

However, Tom Herbst
strongly warns against this.

He argues that altering angles to increase yield or deepen body colour by increasing the
pavilion main angles can drastically impact the optical performance of a gemstone. He explains
that a change in the angle of one tier of facets alters the interrelationship between all the
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angles. It could as a result actually shorten the distance of the light rays, and lighten the body
colour.
Instead, he recommends choosing optimal optical results over yield simply by thickening the
girdle. He maintains it will not have a negative influence on the appearance the gem and
optimum optical performance will be retained. One might be intrigued to learn that if one
increases the thickness of the girdle from 2 to 6 %, yield is higher by 17%.

j) A Definite Solution for Fire Opal Design Issues: Apex Crowns
Use apex facets instead of a table facet.

An example of an apex
crown with no table facet.

Design RI is 1.43

With permission, Tom Herbst,
Amateur Gemstone Faceting, Vol 2,
figure 10-20

Robert Strickland, creator of GemCAD, wrote: “If concerned about the RI and CA of your gem
design and gem rough, simply replace the table facet with apex facets of about 10 degrees.’
(Robert Strickland to Bill Attwell, November 28, 2018)
He explained further: “This bends light toward the axis so that the pavilion facets can reflect
even if they are below the critical angles.”
The above apex design by Tom Herbst achieved a brightness of 80%.
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The critical angle for this design of RI 1.43 is 44.93 degrees. You may recall that with non-apex
designs, a key understanding is that the pavilion main facet angle should be above the critical
angle of the gem rough.
Yet, look what happened to the angles of the pavilion breaks and mains with an apex crown
which produced such admirable brightness. (pb and pm refer to the pavilion break and main
facets)

All the pavilion tiers of facets of this apex design are below the critical angle. It contradicted the
second key understanding, yet produced excellent brightness results.
This design was a Standard Round Brilliant converted to an apex crown. For those interested in
using it, with the author’s permission, the crown angles and indices are as follows.

Tom Herbst, Amateur Gemstone Faceting, Vol 2, Fig 10-20

Checkerboard Designs
Robert suggested another type of apex
design, the checkerboard, such as his PC
02.303 Omni Diamond Checkerboard
Oval 127
Design’s RI is 1.54

Attention: For fire opal, though,
Robert wrote that 2 degrees must
be added to the two pavilion main
facet angles.
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You will note below that its pavilion main angles (#’s 1 & 2) are very low: 40 & 40.75 degrees,
which, allowing for Robert Strickland’s suggested increase by 2 degrees for fire opal, should be
42 & 42.75 degrees:

Faceters lucky to be adept at raytracing could use their software to evaluate Robert Strickland’s
suggestion for his checkerboard design in terms of the RI of 1.42 for the lower RI of the ‘usual’
fire opal RI range. Modifications could then be made in light of the evaluation.

k) If fine optical performance on the tilt is desired, Robert also
suggested the use of trilliants/trillions/triangles designed on the
reflector principle.

l) Conclusion Regarding Design Selections
While fire opal offers some complexities in the selection of gem designs, there are satisfying solutions.
For faceters who are unfamiliar with raytracing software, the traditional key understandings in this
selection do work using classic crown table facets. Apex crown designs offer attractive alternatives.
Enough beautiful fire opal gems exist to confirm these conclusions.
For those who use raytracing software, maximum optical performance of designs for fire opal can be
achieved. When considering the ultimate value of raytracing, we need to evaluate its worth. If changes
only lead to a slight improvement in brightness the cost in time may not be helpful. However, this
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expenditure in time is still worthwhile so the faceter can be assured that changes in a design’s angles
actually produce a fine optical performance and can lead to improvement if they don’t.

Important perspective:
There are three perspectives to keep in mind regarding one’s desire to maximize brilliance.
Tom Herbst wrote “….the aesthetic beauty of modern gemstone designs is at least as important as the
brightness in determining angles. I will always pick a design with a prettier facet illumination pattern
over one that returns a few percent more light.(communication 2/21/2019).”
The second perspective is that there is such a thing as too much brilliance. Fred van Sant, one of the
world’s great gem designer, wrote, “I personally do not consider brightness important in itself – if I
want to look at a lot of white light I can shine a flashlight into my eyes…”. It appears that a brightness
level in the 80% range is most popular which can permit good scintillation.
Putting aside fire opal complexities and some other exceptions, almost all the modern designs created
for the many gem species will have good optical performance.

5) Be Aware of Crazing But Don’t Fear It.
Only a small minority of fire opal craze. This results in web-like cracks, mainly on the surface.
Occasionally these cracks can evolve deeper into the gem, rarely do they lead to breakage.
Gem Auction
It is caused by dehydration after the fire opal
is mined when its water content is at its
highest amount.
One does not know beforehand which fire
opal will craze.

Only after the dehydration process is almost complete can a faceter be confident that crazing will not
develop. Some individuals believe that enough dehydration has taken place by the time the rough is in
the faceter’s hand. Other faceters put their rough aside anywhere from a month to a year. If crazing
occurs, don’t bother faceting the rough.
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It must be remembered, though, that fire opal does contain water. Between 3-9% is considered
normal and quite acceptable. Because of this, one has to be sensible in the care of fire opal. For
example, fire opal should not be left in direct sunlight or near a hot dry heating duct for any extended
period of time. Extreme temperature fluctuations should be avoided, as well.
Do not be apprehensive about hydrophane fire opal which can absorb water to as high a percentage
content as 21%. This type of fire opal generally comes from Ethiopia. When it is immersed in water for
several hours, its play of colour, body colour and clarity can be negatively affected, and the RI and
weight will change.
Jeffery Bergmann, “Ethiopian Opals”,
Gemology, Spring, 2016
Notice the change in body colour
of these dyed opal specimens
which have been immersed in
water for one minute and then 60
minutes.
Fire opal will often turn a brown
colour.

However, after several hours to a few weeks of dehydration, the original characteristics will be
completely restored.
This problem will rarely occur. It is unlikely that one will place one’s fire opal broach into a cup of
coffee, although one could be forgetful to remove their fire opal ring before swimming.

Fire Opal Rough
New Mexico has been a traditional source of fire opal. Since 2008, Ethiopia has become a very
competitive alternative which has brought the price down.
Sources for fire opal obviously exist. Jim Wiklund was extremely happy with his fire opal rough from Joe
Henley, who promotes himself as a dealer is special individual pieces of rough carefully selected. Jim
states that he often has rough not advertised on the net, and that it is worthwhile to phone him.
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Orange-red and red fire opal rough are considered to be the most desirable . One can decide if
colourless to near-colourless rough is actually fire opal.

Polishing
Fire Opal is easily polished.
One can use a Creamway Batt lap, as well as a cerium oxide or lightside lap. Traditional polishing
methods of 50-200,000 grit work just as well.

Conclusion
Fire opal does have some issues to keep in mind when faceting it, but they are all manageable.
Other gems have problems, too, which provide us with good perspective. For example, diamond has
perfect cleavage in four directions. Cutters simply adapt to it. Care must be taken not to hit the faceted
gem sharply and not to use an ultrasound cleaner in order to avoid cleavage. Pearls can easily scratch
yet they are set on rings. Acid on the skin can negatively affect it over the long term. Yet, both gems are
quite prevalent in the jewelry trade.
The low RI of fire opal may be seen as limiting its optimal performance. However, careful design
selection and modification, especially if raytracing software is used, will produce compelling results.
Its reddish-orange colour particularly conveys such warmth which makes fire opal an extremely
attractive gem for faceters to facet.

Written suggestions for the enhancement of this article are encouraged.

